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A hatched Ciona intestinalis larva
Photo by Amy Hooper (Marine Evolutionary Ecology Group)



Eopsaltria australis

infrastructure improvements. Building 17 is especially under the spotlight 
and I hope that by the middle of the year the quality of the improvements 

be visible. Building 18 is also in the process of having various improvements 

best we might.

Head of School’s Message cont..

Featured Publication

E olu o

Eastern Yellow Robin 
Photo by Chris Tzaros of BirdLife 
Australia

Left: Eastern Yellow Robin 
Above: One of the study sights in the 
Great Dividing Range

SBS seminar series 

climate change” 

“The causes and consequences of 

Prof. Jacintha Ellers



This was a follow-up from an earlier piece 

s a p

Challenge website. 

This most recent segment is an update on 
the Eliminate Dengue research and will 
include footage of the mosquito rearing 

and of the team releasing mosquitoes in the 

.

SBS in the Spotlight The 
Microtome 
aims to showcase all that is 
great about the School of 
Biological Sciences at Monash.

We are looking for good news 
stories such as:

New research and/or 
publications
Teaching innovations or 
good news stories
Grant successes
New staff
Ph.D. completions and 
reports

And interest pieces such as:

Conference or workshop 
reports or advertisements
Seminar advertisements
Fabulous photographs or 
images - including Photo of 
the Month entries
Congratulations

If you have anything you would 
like to add to the bi-monthly 
Microtome, please send it to:

sci-biol-newsletter@monash.

Use 

New Phytologist

Clockwise from top: Katrina Billington poses for the camera, the Catalyst team with Prof. Scott O’Neill, an 
Aedes aegypti female mosquito feeding (photo by Steven Morton). 

http://www.eliminatedengue.com/progress/index/type/news/year/2009/month/9/pg/1
http://rmit.net.au/browse%3BID%3Dowcb71eronlc
http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/journal/flowers-turning-red-to-attract-native-birds.htm
http://www.indiavision.com/news/article/scitech/401359/flowers-turning-red-to-entice-birds-as-pollinators-study/


ri sh E ologi al o iety s our al o  
i al E ology

The superb fairy-wren alurus ya eus

a dominant breeding pair and typically up to four subordinate male helpers. The 

typically disperse only short distances to exploit breeding vacancies in nearby 

of superb fairy-wrens from landscapes with low levels of tree cover.

 Fairy-wren genetics in fragmented landscapes 

arrisso    Pa lo a   os   N  a eu hi  N  ill   a or     u u s  P   isrupte  e s ale 
popula o  pro esses i  rag e te  la s apes espite large s ale ge e  o e ity or a wi esprea  a  o o  
oopera e ree er  the super  airy wre  alurus ya eus  our al o  i al E ology  ar le rst pu lishe  o li e   

N   oi  
u ary y atheri e arrisso  lea  author

and female fairy-wrens was decreased through treeless areas or whether dispersal was restricted largely by geographic 

Agricultural landscape habitat

Another wooland bird species, the Spotted 
Pardalote

Katherine Harrisson in the eld

Superb Fairy Wrens (photo by Nev Amos) Roadside habitat



the demerits of currently available vaccines. I had experience with one 

The research itself was very challenging. In the beginning I found that I was 

PhD Completion - Sadia Dean

A plant-based recombinant PlpE vaccine for fowl cholera

Supervisors: Amanda Walmsley and Ben Adler (Microbiology)

of Science and in that same year I applied for another fellowship to pursue a MSc in 

scholarships.

“I fell in love with Australia. 
This country has so much to 

offer! I love the vibrant 
multicultural lifestyle, the 

beautiful landscape and the 
friendly people.”

Sadia at home in the lab environment Transgenic plants in the greenhouse



PhD Completion - Sadia Dean

A plant-based recombinant PlpE vaccine for fowl cholera

feel passionate about it. I was always passionate about my research. 

By the end of my PhD I had developed a veterinary vaccine in plants 

Pasteurella ulto i a
avian species. There is no recombinant vaccine currently available 

pressure from the poultry industries to develop an oral vaccine. The 

improvement. I have shown that a Pasteurella

from the disease and the orally fed vaccine at least can produce huge 

research is carried on a recombinant oral Pasteurella 

 
e elop e t

Arabidopsis e elop e t 
185-194 

-

Above: Freeze dried plant based PlpE vaccine



Introducing Tova Crossman

rosophila

rosophila member of the 

roles.

My PhD was based in a rosophila



    

 

public policy outcomes. This includes a mentoring program and 

forests for birds in mesic and xeric landscapes.’

and management.” 

Introducing Tova Crossman



Advancing Women in Research Grant Recipients

in the absence of this funding.”

rosophila ela ogaster and other insect species.

torso li e tsl  during Drosophila development.  Her research focuses on understanding tsl 

research. It will also be used to provide some much needed assistance in the laboratory in order 
to carry out experiments that would otherwise be near impossible due to my carer 

Dystrophy. 

Peter Smits has been awarded 

Masters and PhD Thesis by the 

internship

 awar wi i g ree sustai a ility trai i g a  i ter ship 
progra  or urre t o ash stu e ts



 

Headed by Bob Wong the school has recently 

launch party for the page. 

postgrad students.” Bob Wong.

welcome dinner to welcome new SBS PhD 
students.

What is SoBRe up to?

Summer student Sahba Dehghani gives her 
impression of research with SBS

“I have very much enjoyed both of my Scholarships and learnt 
a lot about what it is like to work in a research laboratory. This 
has helped me to make more concrete decisions about my 
future career path and allowed me a more realistic insight into 
what I can expect from a life in research.”

. Was scienti c research what you expected?

Yes and no in the sense that the day to day workings of a 
laboratory were what I had envisaged them to be, however, the 
networking and gaining information/ideas from others in the 
eld was unexpected

. What skill has bene ted you most while doing a research 
project with SBS?’

Probably being very observant to detail and meticulous in 
copying, as well as trying to understand the reasons for things 
rather than blindly copying them so that you can adapt them to 
new situations/information.

Q. Can you identify any new skill/s that you have acquired from 
doing a research project with SBS?’

I’m not sure if I could say I gained concrete skills, but I certainly 
increased my understanding of how a laboratory functions and 
the reality of research as a slow and rigorous process

A busy social hour for the post-grads 

The facebook page launch - a big success

The School would like to congratulate these recent PhD and Masters awardees

Natalie O’Donnell “Regulation of cyanogenesis in forage sorghum” 
Kiara Louise O’Gorman “The Chemical ecology of Australian Loranthaceae”

Sadia Sultana Dean “A plant-based recombinant PlpE vaccine for fowl cholera” 
Peter Smits “Quantifying phenotypic constraint and integration in morphological character data”

Thomas Lines 

Mo Zhao 

Marcus Michelangeli

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Postgrad-Biology-at-Monash/463410830388406


outside of the tree line. The fencing contractors were unaware of the change and built the fence 

made it clear that if his department was not allocated a large enough bushland area they would 
be obliged to build ‘smelly and obnoxious’ animal houses near the Department of Zoology and 

“Dear Peaches, 
Of course you know that I regard you as the one person 
who for pure y se sh reasons caused the defeat of 
my scheme for a uniform, all-native campus planting. 
However, if you must have your bloody oaks and 
peaches (or was it beeches?) we had better help you to 
do it well and so, though only partially forgiving, I send 
you some sprouting acorns from under the very biggest 
and greenest oak on my place at Berwick ... May your 
geraniums wither.”

The Jock Marshall Reserve (That Place With All The Trees)

The lake at Jock Marshall Reserve

Above: Jock Marshall Below: Susie Ho with Year 9 students at JMR



Photo of the Month..

Wolbachia Drosophila 
 This is to create e es aegyp  mosquito lines infected with ol a hia

hermaphrodites. This research is being 

New 
Phytologist

Coral reef or cactus garden?



A small selection of SBS publications....
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